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Abst ract - - ln  this paper, we present a method for the numerical differentiation f bivariate func- 
tions when a set of noisy data is given. We suppose we have a sample coming from an independent 
process with unknown covariance matrix. 
We construct the gradient estimator using a multiresolution a alysis and the usual difference oper- 
ators. The asymptotic properties of the estimator are studied and convergence r sults are provided• 
The method is suitable for any data configuration. © 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we deal with the problem of approximating the gradient of a bivariate function 
when noisy data are given. The gradient knowledge is crucial in many applications of engineering, 
physics, and in all those applied problems in which we need to recover functions satisfying some 
fairness property. On the other hand, it is well known that the numerical differentiation process is 
i l l-conditioned and strongly influenced by the data position. The l iterature on this topic includes 
the papers [1-3] for one-dimensional functions and the papers [4-8] for exact and bivariate data. 
Besides, as far as we know, the l iterature on noisy data in two dimensions is extremely poor. 
The method we present is suitable for any data configuration and provides a satisfactory 
solution on the whole domain. This means that it gives good results also at the boundary, where 
typical ly one has problems. 
The method consists of two steps. First,  we smooth the noise using a multiresolutive method. 
Second, using the smoothed ata and the usual difference operators, we construct a set of values 
approximating the gradient. Then, from this, we obtain the gradient estimator. 
The denoising process can be done following different strategies. For instance, one could 
(1) project onto a suitable level space V j ;  
(2) choose a thresholding option; 
(3) use a shrinkage option, based on the solution of a variational method. 
The first method is suitable when the underlying function does not show sharp variation and 
transient phenomena. Generally, in this case, methods (1)-(3) give equivalent results (see Figure 4 
in Section 6), but the computational  costs of the first are lower. 
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Therefore, the projection method is to be preferred, but in particularly difficult cases it would be 
useful to use the other ones. In doing this, we have to take into consideration that a thresholding 
method can produce oscillations (see Figure 1 below) that can amplify the error in the numerical 
differentiation process. 
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Figure 1. A wavelet thresholding. An example provided by the authors of [9]. Dashed 
line: the exact signal. Continuous line: the smoothed signal. 
Following these considerations, we present a linear denoising and so the theoretic treatment 
and the numerical examples have been developed for this situation. 
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we provide the required material on wavelets. 
In Section 3, we describe the method for gridded data. In Section 3.1, we denoise the signal and 
in Section 3.2, we construct the gradient estimator. In Section 4, the asymptotic properties of the 
estimator are studied. In Section 5, we present an extension to scattered ata and in Section 6, 
we provide some numerical examples. 
2. A SHORT REVIEW ON WAVELETS 
The following brief review suffices for the understanding of this paper. For a more complete 
treatment, see for instance [10]. 
It is well known that wavelets are functions generated from one function ¢ by dilatations and 
translations. For particular functions ¢ • L2(R), the family 
Cj,k(x) = 2J/2¢ (2ix - k),  j, k • Z, (1) 
constitutes an orthonormal basis of L2(R) which can be constructed via a multiresolution anal- 
ysis (MRA). An MRA consists of a nested sequence of closed subspaces Vj c L2(R), j • Z, 
. . . .  c V_2 c V_~ c Vo c V~ c V2 c . . .  , 
which has trivial intersection and union density in L2(R). They are dilates of one another, and 
there exists a scaling function ¢ 6 V0 whose integer translates are an orthonormal basis of Vo. 
An orthonormal basis of Vj is then given by the family {¢j,k : k 6 Z}, where 
Cj,k( ) = 2J/ ¢ - k ) .  (2) 
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The MRA leads directly to a scalewise, orthogonal decomposition of L2(R). Defining Wj as 
the orthogonal complement of Vj in Vj+I, we get a sequence {Wj, j • Z} of mutually orthog- 
onal subspaces of L2(R), such that each Wj is dilated of Wo, and their direct sum is L2(R). 
The space Wo is spanned by the integer translates of a single function ~b. Then the famiIy 
{~:j.k(x), j, k • Z} is an orthonormal basis of L2(R). Therefore, any function f • L2(R) admits 
the following expansion: 
(f, ~j,k) cj,~(~) + }2  E (:, ¢.,~)¢.,~(~), (3) 
kEZ p>j qEZ 
where 
f f 
f(x)g:p,q(x) dx. 
A multiresolution analysis is said to be s-regular if ¢ belongs to the HSlder space of order .~. 
Cs(R), and if its derivatives have fast decay, that is, 
]0Z¢(x)[_<Cp(l+lxl) p, Vp•Y ,  O<_/3<s. 
In this case also the wavelet ~b belongs to Cs(R) and has vanishing moments up to the order s. 
Let us consider the bivariate case. It is well known that we can construct wo-dimensional 
wavelets, and more generally multidimensional wavelets, considering the tensor product of two 
univariate multiresolution analysis. More precisely, let us define the spaces Vj, j • Z, by 
V0 = V0 ® V0, 
F • Vj e---> F (2-Jx, 2-Jy) • V0. 
Then Vj form a multiresolution analysis of L2(R2), and the functions 
~0,k(x, y) = ¢(x - kl)¢(y - k2), k = (kl, k2) • Z 2, 
are an orthonormal basis for V0. Similarly, the 
c~j,k(X,y) = 2 J¢ (2 Jx -k l )¢ (2 Jy  - k2), k= (kl,k~) • Z 2, 
constitute an orthonormal basis for V s. For each j • Z, we define the space Wj  to be the 
orthogonal complement in Vj+I of Vj; that is, 
V j+l = Vj @ Wj.  
Since Vj+I = Vj+I ® Vj+I, we have 
wj  = (wj ® yj) e (yj ® w.) ~ (wj ® wj). 
It follows that the orthonormal basis of Wj  is given by Cj,kl (x)¢j,k2 (Y), Cj,kl (x)~bj,k~ (y), and 
~bj,ki (x)~bj,k~ (y). This leads to define three wavelets, 
• h(z, y) = ¢(x)¢(y), 
• ~(x, y) = ¢(~)¢(y), 
• d(z, y) = ¢(~)~(y). 
Then 
{~j~,k;J C Z, k•  Z 2, ,~ = h,v,d} 
is an orthonormal basis for L2(R2). 
As usual, we indicate with (Pvjf)(x,  y) the orthogonal projection of f(x, y) onto Vj; that is, 
(Pvjf)(x, y) = ~ (f, ~j,k) Cj,k(X, y). 
kEZ 2 
The projection (Pvj f)(x, y) can be thought of as an approximation of f(x, y) with resolution 2-:/. 
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3. THE METHOD 
As said in Section 1, the method works for any data configuration. In particular, we shall 
consider gridded and uniform scattered ata. We start by studying the case of gridded data, a 
case to which we will always go back when considering other kinds of configurations. 
Let Q = [0,1] 2 be the unit square of R 2 and consider on Q a dyadic grid T with step size 2 -~, 
T = {/Sk, k = (kl,k2), kl,k2 = 1, . . . ,2a}.  
Let F = {](/Sk), 15k e T} be a set of noisy data collected at the grid points t5k E T. The values 
] (~, )  = f (Pk) + ek, Pk E T, 
can be thought of as a realization of the stochastic process 
(4) 
] (P )  = f (P )  + e(P). 
We assume that 
(i) the unknown function f (P )  belongs to a HSlder space of order ~ > 2 on Q* D Q, say 
c%q*); 
(ii) the noise e has expected values E(e) = 0 and unknown covariance matrix C = a2I 
(I identity matrix). 
The method proceeds as follows. In Section 3.1 we smooth the noise by a wavelet decomposi- 
tion. In order to remove the boundary effects in the wavelet analysis, we extend the underlying 
function f to a neighbourhood Q* of Q, smoothly, and denote g the extension. Using the given 
data, we define the estimator l~Ing of Pv ,  g. Projecting it on a suitable level space, we smooth the 
noise and obtain the estimator of g, say ~j(~). In Section 3.2 we estimate the gradient using ~j(~) 
and the usual difference operators. 
3.1. Denois ing the Data  
We consider an orthogonal multiresolution analysis of L 2 (R 2) obtained as tensor product of two 
univariate s-regular MRA with s > ~. We further assume that the scaling function ¢ associated 
with the univariate MRA is a coiflet of order L; that is, ¢ is compactly supported and 
j f a  ¢(x) dx = 1, 
jfn xl¢(x) dx = O, 1 < l < L, 
jfR xl¢(x) dx = O, 0 < l < L. 
Generally, the signal analysis is carried on using data sampled on a subset of R 2. As a conse- 
quence, we have to consider two problems. One problem is related to the boundary effects. One 
could decide to analyse the process using standard wavelets basis and setting the data equal to 
zero outside Q. In general, this introduces artificial jumps at the edges and large scale wavelet 
coefficients near the boundaries. Another possibility is to periodize the data and use the usual 
wavelets to analyse the periodized version. Again, unless the function is already periodic, this 
will introduce jumps at the boundaries. To avoid these problems, we extend the function f (P )  to 
a neighbourhood Q* of Q, smoothly. Namely, we consider a function g(P) E Ca(R 2) compactly 
supported on Q* D Q such that 
g(p) =/ (p ) ,  vp  e q, 
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and a dyadic lattice T* of dimension 2 n x 2 n on Q* such that T* = {T U {points sampled 
in Q* \ Q}}. b-~rther, to simplify the notations, we define two index sets associated to T and T*. 
Let 
/ (=  {k:  Pk C T},  
g*={k:PkcT*} .  
The second problem is to approximate the projection Pv .  by some operator 1-in and to derive 
a reasonable stimator in terms of the sampled values. The choice of 1-In and of its estimator is 
suggested by the following lemmas (see [11,12] for the univariate case). It is easy to prove the 
following. 
LEMMA 3.1. The set of nonzero coefficients (9, ~)n,k) has cardinality equivalent to  O(22n) .  
LEMMA 3.2. If g(P) is a compactly supported function belonging to C~(R 2) and the coiflet 
has L vanishing moments with L > [a] + 1, we have 
I(g,¢n,k)--2--ng(Pk)] < C12-n2 - 'm, PkeT*,  (5) 
where C1 is a constant depending on the scaling function. 
As a consequence, we can approximate the coefficients (g, (I)n,k) by 2-ng(Pk) and define 
(Hng)(P) = 2 -n ~ g(Pk)¢n,k(P), Pk e T*. (6) 
kEK • 
Since we have noisy data, we consider the estimator of ling 
(Hng) (P) = 2-n { ~-'~ ] (pk) ¢n'k(P) kEK*\/'~" ~ g(Pk)¢n,k(P) } . (7) 
From Assumption (ii), it is unbiased, i.e., E{(flng)(P)} = (ling)(P), but it leads to an oscillatory 
solution bearing too much fidelity to the data. Besides, to smooth the noise correctly, we associate 
to each given sample of size 2 ~ x 2 n a resolution j(fi) < fi, and consider as estimator of f the 
orthogonal projection of (IIng)(P) onto Vj(~) 
(s) 
Let us observe that the parameter j(5) governs the smoothness of our estimator. It is then 
important o choose it in the right way because it controls the trade-off between the fidelity to 
the data and the smoothness of the resulting solution. From a theoretical point of view, the 
smoothing parameter must tend to infinity at the correct rate, as the amount of information in 
the data grows to infinity (see the results stated in Section 4). 
3.2. The Gradient  Es t imator  
When dealing with gridded data, it is natural to approximate the gradient using the usual 
centred difference formulas. 
Let 
(grad f)(P) = [f~(P), fv(P)] 
be the gradient of f(P), and let D r, D~ be the centred difference operators of order r with 
step-size 2-n. If r < [a], we know that 
= s, + o (2 -n(r-1)) ,  t = y}  (D~I) 
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At each point of the given lattice T, we approximate (grad f)(/sk) by 
= (Pk) ]  • (9) 
Note that, because of the definition of ~j(n)(P), we can use the centred ifference operator also 
at the boundary points of T. 
Using the gradient estimates (9), we approximate grad f at each point of Q. Namely, we 
consider the function g(P) and define 
(nngt)(P) = 2-" ~ g,(Pk)¢~,k(P), 
kEK" 
t = {x, y} (10) 
Using definition (7), we consider 
(H~g') (P) = 2-n { k~RE (D~'~j(n)) (Pie) (I)~,k(P) 
+ E gt(Pk)~n,k(P) / ' t = {x,y},  
keg.\K ) 
(11) 
and define the gradient estimator by 
4. ASYMPTOTIC  PROPERTIES  
In this section, we study the asymptotic properties of the gradient estimator (12). To this end, 
we shall consider those of gj(n)(P) (Section 4.1) and then derive those of (grad g)(P) (Sections 4.1 
and 4.2). Namely, we will consider the integrated and expected mean square rrors and will prove 
that both ~j(~)(P) and (grad g)(P) are asymptotically unbiased and consistent. 
For a better understanding, we recall here the hypotheses we have presented in the previous 
sections. We have assumed that 
(al) f (P )  • Ca(Q*), a > 2; 
(a2) g(P) has compact support Q* and g(P) • Ca(R2); 
(a3) the noise e has expected values E(e) = 0 and unknown covariance matrix C = a2I 
(I identity matrix); 
(a4) the MRA of L2(R 2) is the tensor product of two univariate s-regular MRA with s > a. 
The scaling function ¢ associated with the univariate MRA is a coiflet of order L, with 
n > [a] + 1. 
4.1. The Properties of ~j(n)(P) 
If Assumptions (al), (a2), and (a4) hold, we know that 
[(Pv, g) (P) - g(P)l = 0 (2-la), VP e Q*. (13) 
Using (5), it is easy to prove that 
[(nlg)(P) - (Pv, Y)(P)[ = O (2-'a),  VP E Q*. (14) 
Then 
I(YI~g)(P) - f (P ) l  = 0 (2-'a),  VP e Q. (15) 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. If Assumptions (al)-(a4) hold, the integrate mean square rror 
IMSE =/Q.  E [~j(~)(P) - g(p)]2 dP 
is 
PROOF. 
we have 
IMSE=E(~2[gj(n)(P)-g(P)]2dP) . 
We consider the usual bias-variance decomposition 
IMSE:  jfR2 [E (0 j (n)(P)) .  g(p)]2 dP ~-E (fa2 [0j(a)(P)- E (~j(a)(P))] 2 dP). 
We concentrate first on bounding the integrate squared bias 
Ibias = fa2 [E (~j(n)(P)) - g(p)]2 dP. 
Using definition (8) of ~j(a)(P), we get 
Ibias = II(Pv~(~)H~g)(P) - g(p)[l~. 
From (13),(15), 
Then 
315 
IMSE = O (2 -2j(~)a) + O (2-2n+2J(n)) . (16) 
The proof follows that given in Theorem 3 of [12]. g(P) has compact support Q*; then 
II(Pv~(~)n~g) (P) - g(P)ll~ -< l[(PvJ(~, (n~g - g)) (P)II2 + ]l(PvJ,~,g) (P) - g(P)[[2 
= o( -oo)÷o 
Ibias = O (2-2J(~)a) . 
Consider the variance term 
We can write 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
Ivar = E (/.[ 1 ) 2 -~ ~ ek <~,k,~j(~), ,> ~j(~),i(P) dP . 
u a_~l_~2j(a) + b kE/~ 
From the definitions of Hn and l~i,~, and since (I)(P) = ¢(x)¢(y) with ¢ compactly supported 
in [a, b], we have 
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From the orthonormality of (~j(a),k(P) and the independence of the random variables ek, we get 
Ivar = a2 E 2-2n E < (~n,k' (I)j(~'),l>2 " (20) 
a_l<_2J(a) +b kE/~" 
The scaling function (I)(P) is constructed via tensorial product, and as a consequence, (20) can 
be rewritten as 
a<ll <2J(a)+b kl=1 
× E E • 
a<12<2J(a)+b k~=l 
Using inequality (6.5.3) in [10, p. 204] for I<¢,~,k,¢j(~),~)l 2, and with the same arguments of 
Theorem 3 in [12], we have that each factor of (21) is 0(2 -n+j('~)) +O(232-('~-J)(~+1/2)), where s 
is the coiflet regularity. Then, with regular enough coiflets 
Ivar = O (2-2n+2J(~)), 
and we get the proof. | 
REMARK 1. The best convergence rate of the estimator is attained when the squared bias is of 
the same order as the variance. In our case, this happens if we choose 
n 
J(n) - a+ 1" (22) 
It is clear that, with regular enough coiflets, the optimal choice of j(fi) gives 
IMSE = O (2-2J(~)~). 
PROPOSITION 4.2. HAssumptions (al)-(a4) hold, for every P in Q we have that 
1. gj(n) ( P) is asymptotically unbiased: 
2. [b(~) (P) is consistent: 
3. the expected mean square error is 
PROOF. We know that 
Then, VP E Q, we can write 
E (~j(~)(P)) = (Pv~,.)n.g) (P). 
[ E (gJ(~)(P)) - g(P)l = I(Pvj(~)H,g) (P) - g(P)l 
_< J (Pv,(~)Hng) (P) - (Pv,(~)g)(P)I + I (PvJ(~) g) (P) - g(P) l  
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
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Considering (13) and (15) we get (23). Consider the variance 
Vat = (Oj ( . ) (P) ) )  
: E a<l<N(~i )+b2-nkERek(~n,k ,~ j ( f i ) , l )q ) j ( f i ) , l (e )  . 
Using the Schwartz inequality, we have 
Var-< or2 (a<l_<2j~)+b2-2n~ ((I)n'k'ffPJ('"l)2)(a<l<2j(~)+b(I)2(n),l(P)) " 
With the same arguments of Proposition 4.1 and using the properties of (I)(P), we get 
Var _< O (2-2n+2J(')22J(")) . 
Finally (25) is a consequence of (23) and (24). | 
4.2. The Propert ies  of the Pointwise Gradient Est imator  
Let us consider the pointwise gradient approximation defined by (9) 
D~ ^  ~ ~^ , (g~ad f )  (Pk) : [ (xg j (~) )  (Pk) (nyg j (~) ) (Pk ) ]  
We have the following results. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. If Assumptions (al )-(a4) hold, for every Pk C T we have that (D~))3(~))(/Sk), 
t = {x, y}, is 
1. asymptotically unbiased: 
]E((DrOj(~))(Pk))--ft(~,)I=o(2-~(")")+O(2 -n(~-l)) (27) 
2. consistent: 
D r^ r ^ 
3. and its expected mean square error is 
PROOF. Consider a point /5~ C T and the gradient approximation (D~'!)j(n))(Pk). From the 
linearity of the operator Dt~ and since E(ek) = 0, we get 
E ((D~j(a))(/5~)) = (D; {E (0j(a))})(/5~). (30) 
We know that 
E (~j(n)(P)) = (Pvj(,)IIng) (P) = g(P) + er(P), VP E Q*, 
and that the error function er(P) belongs to Ca(Q*). Moreover, from (23), we have 
er(P) = O (2-J(~)~) .
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Then (30) becomes 
E ((D[~j(n)) (Pf,)) = (Dig) (P[,) + (D[er) (Pf,) 
__ o o 
From the definition of 9(P), we get (27). 
Considering the variance 
"Car= E [((D~'gj(,))(P~)- E ((D[0j(n))(p~)))2] , 
we have 
(31) 
As a consequence of (31) and (32), we get (29). | 
4.3. The Properties of the Gradient Estimator 
From Proposition 4.3, we get the properties of the gradient estimator (12). 
PROPOSITION 4.4. If Assumptions (al)-(a4) hold, the estimator ([]ngt)(P), t = {x, y}, has the 
following properties: 
1. its integrate mean square error is 
IMSE (( I~ing,)(P))=O(2 -2n(r-1)) +0(2  -2j(a)'*) + O (2-2n+2J(a)) ; (33) 
2. for every P in Q, it is asymptotically unbiased: 
E ( ( [ ' Ingt ) (P) ) -  gt(P) = O (2 -j(n)a) + O (2-n(r-1)) ; (34) 
3. for every P in Q, it is consistent: 
Var ((l~Ingt)(P))= O (2-2n+~J(n)) ; (35) 
4. for every P in Q, its expected mean square error is 
EMSE( ( [ Ingt ) (p) )  =O(2 -2j(n)a) +0(2  -2n(r-1)) + O (2-2n+6J(¢*)) . (36) 
[( 
a<l<b+2 j(a) k6/~ 
With similar arguments of Proposition 4.2 and taking into account he regularity of &(P), we 
get 
a_<l<2J(-)+b k6R a<_1_<2~¢ )+b (32) 
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PROOF. Using (27) and the properties of II,, it is easy to prove that 
E (@g,) (P)) = (l-II,gt)(P) + 0 (a+@)“) + 0 (2+‘)) 
= gt(P) + 0 (2-+-l) ) + 0 (2-W) + 0 (2-n(‘-‘)) (37) 
Let us consider the usual bias-variance decomposition of IMSE. From (37) and from the properties 
of II,, we get 
Ibiasd = h_ (E ((ksl> (P)) - gt(J’))2$J’ 
= 0 (2-W) + 0 (2-W-l)) 
(38) 
Consider the variance term 
Setting, for simplicity, 
fijcn) C ZmneiQ,,i(P) )) @> ’ iEK 
we can write 
Using the properties of the scaling function, we get 
Ivard = c 2-2nE (a;). 
kEI? 
It is easy to see that 
Then we get 
E@# = 0 (2-2n+sj(fi)) , (39) 
and therefore, 
Ivard = 0 
( 
2-2n+sj(‘% 
> 
(40) 
Considering (38), we get (33). 
The proof of (34) is a direct consequence of (37), while (35) can be achieved, with the same 
arguments of Proposition 4.2, using (39). 
5. SCATTERED DATA 
Consider a set of uniform scattered points in Q 
S = {P,*(si,yi) 1 P;' E Q, i = 1,. , N} 
and the noisy data 
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where 
~ = f (P*) + e(P*),  i = l , . . . ,N ,  
with f (P )  and e satisfying Assumptions (i) and (ii) of Section 3. 
Starting from the data set -~, we construct a new set of gridded values, say F, located on a 
dyadic lattice T of stepsize 2-n chosen according to Remark 2 at the end of this section, 
To this set we apply the method escribed before: we perform awavelet decomposition i  order to 
smooth the errors due to the original noise e and to the construction of F. Then, we approximate 
the unknown gradient} 
We will see that also in this case the gradient estimator has the properties stated in Section 4. 
5.1. Const ruct ion  of 
For the construction of the new data set/~, we need to consider a method which satisfies two 
different aspects: on one hand, it must not amplify the noise; otherwise we lose information on 
the signal. On the other hand, the resulting solution must not be too smooth; otherwise the 
denoise process could give an oversmoothed solution. 
For these reasons, a possible strategy is to interpolate the data by a local method (for instance 
a moving least squares technique [7,13] with radius of influence R) with the following properties: 
• the method applied to exact data gives an interpolating function fi(P) E era(Q), m >_ 2, 
with an error ei(P) = O(hm), where h is a global parameter depending on the distribution 
of the points P~* in Q (typically h - 1/v/-N); 
• the method gives a set of data such that 
A = fi (]Sk) + 5k, ]Sk E T, 
= f (]Sk) + ei (]Sk) + 5k, 
(41) 
where fi(x, y) interpolates the underlying function f(x,  y), 5k are correlated random vari- 
ables with E(Sk) = 0, finite lag L such that L < 2R and covariance matrix C2 whose 
elements are bounded by c~ 2, where c does not change the magnitude order of a 2. 
Starting from F, it is possible to construct, as in Section 3, the estimator ~(P)  of f (P )  (see (8)). 
It is easy to see that 
= (Pv~(,)nng)(P) 
+ Z 2-n Z ei(Pk) <¢n,k, (I)j(n),l) ~n,k(P) 
a<_l_~b+2J(a) kER 
+ ~ 2 -n ~ 5k ((I)n,k, (I)/(a),l> (I)j(ni,l(P) '
a<_l<_b+~l(a) kER 
For Assumptions (a) and (b), we have 
_ _ keR 2 
l I f  the points Pi* are on a set of lines of the plane (x, y), the gridded set can be constructed according to [12]. 
(42) 
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and 
.,<l<~.,,_ _ 2-" ,.~/~ i (&) (~>,,,,,, ~J(.>,O *,.,,.(P) 
Moreover, for the stochastic part, we have (see [12]) 
E ~ o 2-" ~ ~,.(~,.,,.,.j(,.>,,),~j(,.>,,(e) 
a<l<b+2fl(-) ke/~ 
and 
= 0, 
= o (hm). 
Therefore, asymptotically, ~j(e)(P)  is 
1. unbiased: 
2. consistent: 
. 
=O(2-2n+4j(~)) ,  
2 
dP = O (2-2n+2j(¢~)) . 
"(~,(.>('>) - :(')I-- o (,-,~°>o) +o( :>~ 
( ))I ( ) E j(n)(P) - E gij(a)(P) = O 2 -2n+4j(~) ; 
and its integrate mean square error is 
IMSE (~(P) )  = O (2 -2j(a)~) + O (h 2m) + 0 (2-2~+2J('~)). 
(43) 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
From these results we have that the estimator of the gradient function 
(50) 
+ keg*\RE gt(Pk)~n,k(P)}, t = {x,y}, 
has asymptotically the following properties: 
1. its integrate mean square error is 
2. it is unbiased: 
3. it is consistent: 
4. its expected mean square error is 
~ ((no4 (.))= o (:3,.,o)+ o (:~)÷ o (:o,~ .)+ o (:o.0.o,) (~> 
REMARK 2. From these relations we can observe that, if h m ~ 2 -~,  the error is of the same 
order of that obtained for gridded data. 
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6. NUMERICAL  RESULTS 
Before presenting some numerical results (Section 6.1), we discuss the computational costs and 
some questions related to the construction of the estimators and the choice of j(fi). 
In the gridded data case, the computational costs are essentially given by those of the wavelet 
decomposition up to the level j(fi). It is known that they are of the same order as the sample 
dimension, that is O(22n). 
For scattered ata, we have to consider also the construction of F, the new gridded data of 
dimension 22~. If we use a local method of order m << N, we need to solve N linear system of 
dimension 2m + 1. Then the computational costs will be O(((2m + 113/31 N) + O(22n). 
In the construction of the estimators, ~j(n)(P) and (l~Ingt)(P), we need to extend the given 
signal to a suitable square Q* D Q 
q*= [-2- 'K,  1 + 2-'K] × 1 + 2- 'K] ,  
forcing it to be zero at the Q* boundary. This is necessary in order to avoid undesirable behaviours 
at the boundary. The extension can be done as in [12]. Let us note that K is related to the number 
of points we consider outside Q. On one hand, it cannot be too small---otherwise, undesirable 
boundary oscillations could occur; on the other hand, it depends on the resolution level j(fi). In 
fact, it has to be chosen so that the wavelet decomposition can be performed. 
Let us consider the problem of choosing the resolution level j(fi). Relation (22) tells us how to 
choose J(n/ in asymptotic onditions. But if the sample dimension is not too large, we cannot 
reach the optimal conditions. Moreover, if the projection level is small, the estimator ~j(~)(P) 
smoothes the underlying signal too much and we can lose important information. The numerical 
experiments have suggested that a good choice could be j(~) = ~ - 2. 
6.1 .  Numer ica l  Examples  
We have tested the method on several functions. For the sake of brevity, we are showing here 
the results obtained for two functions taken from the scattered ata literature: the Franke's 
function 
fl(x, y) = 0.75exp ((9~ - 2) 2 +4 (gy - 2)2)] 
[ ((9~+ (9y+112~] + 0.75exp - 112 + 4----W- i-5 /j 
+ 0.5 exp ((gx - 712 +4 (9y - 312) ] 
-0 .2exp [ -  ((gx - 412 + (9y - 7)2)], (x, y) e [0, 112, 
and the sigmoidal function 
/2(x,y) = 
~/1 + 2exp (-2~/100x2 + 100y 2 - 6.7) ' 
(x, y) E [0,1] 2. 
We have considered 
• noisy data sampled on a grid of dimension 25 x 25; 
• N = 300 noisy values of fl(x, y) sampled at scattered points of Q; 
• N = 400 noisy values of f2(x, y) sampled at scattered points of Q; 
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(a) y-derivative of fz (x, y). (b) y-derivative of I2 (x, y). 
Figure 2. 
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(a) y-derivative approximation f fz (x, y). (b) y-derivative approximation f f2 (x, y). 
Figure 3. Our method. 
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(a) y-derivative approximation f fz(x, y), RMSE 
= 3.9e- 1. 
(b) y-derivative approximation f f2(x, y), RMSE 
= 2.2e-1. 
Figure 4. Denoising by thresholding. 
The set of values considered in each example are corrupted by white noise with expected value 
zero and standard deviation a = 0.01. We have used coiflets with L = 5 vanishing moments 
and the central finite difference with r = 5. We have constructed the new gridded data set 
of size 25 x 25 using the modified quadratic Shepard method. For the sake of brevity, we shall 
present only the y-part ial  derivative approximation graphics. 
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To show the benefits of this new method, we have considered, in the gridded data case, a 
comparison with 
• a nonlinear denoising method, 
• a classical regression technique. 
In this way, a response to the problem by the different approaches i  given. Moreover, as usual 
in the literature, we give, for scattered ata, an application to function recovering. Finally, in 
the exact data case, we have considered a comparison with a numerical differentiation method of 
the literature. 
In Figure 2, the exact y-derivatives are shown. 
Table 1. RMSE: Gridded ata case .  
{T 
f~ f~ 
Hfll2 
1 
fl 5-"0 1.2e- 1 3.7e- 1 
1 
f2 2.1e-1 2.1e-1 
100 
6.1.1. Gr idded data  
The results of our method. In Table 1, the noise to signal ratios a/[[fll 2 and the root relative 
mean square errors (RMSE) computed on the 25 x 25 grid are displayed. Figure 3 shows the 
y-partial derivative approximations. 
Smoothing the noise by a nonlinear method. We have considered a nonlinear method to denoise 
the given signal. Namely, we have used a soft thresholding [14] with threshold T = 5~22 '~,  
where 5 is an estimation of the unknown standard eviation a. In the denoising process we have 
used a periodized version of the given signal. The approximations and the RMSE are shown in 
Figure 4. 
A comparison with classical regression techniques. As already said in the introduction, in the 
literature, we do not find innovative methods. Therefore, one can think to face the problem 
using classical techniques such as regression splines. To this purpose, we have approximated the 
gradient by the gradient of a regression spline of order 4. The approximations and the RMSE 
are shown in Figure 5. 
6.1.2. Scattered ata  
The most interesting and difficult case is, without any doubt, that of scattered ata. The 
experiments have shown that in this case the method provides results equivalent to those obtained 
for gridded data, either for the errors or for the graphical behaviour. Moreover, in both cases, 
we get satisfactory results even at the boundary where, in general, large errors may occur. This 
is in accordance to the theoretical results which give error bounds of the same order for every 
point of Q. 
The results of our method. In Table 2, the noise to signal ratios a/llfll2 and the root relative 
mean square errors (RMSE)'computed on the 2 s x 25 grid are displayed. Figure 6 shows the 
y-partial derivative approximations. 
An application to function recovering. To underly the goodness of the results, we have used 
the derivative stimates to recover the unknown function by Hermite interpolation. We have 
interpolated 16 x 16 data coming from the estimator ~j(a)(x,y) and from the approximated 
gradient. The resulting surfaces and the corresponding RMSE are shown in Figure 7. 
Exact data: a comparison with a method of the literature. The idea of the method can also be 
used for exact scattered ata (see [15]). In this case, we are able to make a comparison with other 
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(a) y-derivative approximation of fl (x, y), RMSE = 
3.9e-1. 
(b) y-derivative approximation of f2(x, y), RMSE 
= 5.1e-1. 
Figure 5. Regression splines, 
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(a) y-derivative approximation of fl(x, y). (b) y-derivative approximation of f2 (x, y). 
Figure 6. Scattered ata. 
0 0 0 0 
(a) Approximation of fl (x, y) by Hermite interpola- 
tion. The RMSE is 2.9e-3. 
(b) Approximation of f2 (x, y) by Hermite interpola- 
tion. The RMSE is 3.1e-3. 
Figure 7. Scattered ata. 
methods of the literature. In [15] we have considered the method (say the L-method) proposed 
in [7] that we believe is preferable both for its theoretical aspects and numerical performance. In 
Figures 8 and 9, the approximations of the y-partial derivative of f l  are shown. The reader can 
refer to [15] for other examples. From Figures 8 and 9, the improvement of the approximation ut
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(a) The results of our method. 
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(b) the result of L-method. 
Figure 8. Exact scattered data, N -- 100. 
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(a) The results of our method. (b) The result of the L-method. 
Figure 9. Exact scattered data, N = 300. 
Table 2. RMSE: Scattered ata case. 
11/112 
1 
.fl 5-6 1.7e - 1 3.8e- 1 
1 
f2 2.2e-1 2.1e-1 
100 
the boundary is very clear. 
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